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Abstract: Social media rumor precise governance is conducive to better coping with the difficulties
of rumor monitoring within massive information and improving rumor governance effectiveness.
This paper proposes a conceptual framework of social media rumor precise governance system based
on literature mining. Accordingly, insightful directions for achieving social media rumor precise
governance are introduced, which includes (1) rational understanding of social media rumors, espe-
cially large-scale spreading false rumors and recurring false rumors; (2) clear classification of rumor
spreaders/believers/refuters/unbelievers; (3) scientific evaluation of rumor governance effectiveness
and capabilities. For the above three directions, advanced analysis technologies applications are then
summarized. This paper is beneficial to clarify and promote the promising thought of social media
rumor precise governance and create impacts on the technologies’ applications in this area.

Keywords: rumor governance; social media rumors; literature mining; big data technologies

1. Introduction

With the development of the Internet, social media has become a large-scale informa-
tion dissemination platform and has a huge user base from all sections and age groups of
society. The number of users is also rising every year. Millions of people interact on social
media and create huge amounts of data. Therefore, vast information provides a living space
for rumors. Especially during public health crisis events such as the Covid-19 epidemic, the
public’s perception is in a state of high uncertainty, which has led to an acceleration of the
spread of rumors and aggravated social instability. A rumor can be defined as an assertion
that something has happened to some person, group, event or organization, which has
not yet been proved true but is transmitted from person to person [1]. Therefore, rumor
governance includes verification of true rumors and refutation of false rumors, which
plays an important role in calming people’s emotions, maintaining social stability, and
preventing serious social crises caused by the further deterioration of the incident.

With the awareness of the importance of rumor governance, many online rumor
governance platforms have emerged. Their governance method is exactly based on the
verification of true rumors and the refutation of false rumors but is more aimed at the
second case due to false rumors often cause more serious harm. Taking China as an
example, in August 2013, under the leadership of the Beijing Internet Information Office
and the Beijing Internet Association, the Joint Rumor Refutation Platform for Websites
in Beijing was established (py.qianlong.com/, accessed on 8 February 2021), marking a
new era in the construction of rumor governance in China. Nowadays, there are many
rumor governance platforms initiated by industry, governments, and Internet companies.
According to the “2020 Online Rumor Governance Analysis Report” released by Tencent [2],
in 2020, Tencent’s “Fact Check” Platform produced 4425 pieces of rumor refutation content,
which provided more than 1.72 billion rumor refutation and popular science information.
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These kinds of information and content played a positive role in creating a healthy social
media ecosystem.

The characteristics of digitization, network, immediacy, and interaction in the new
media era have rapidly affected and changed the mode of rumor generation and dissemina-
tion. The rumors also show the characteristics of high quantity, and their spread speed and
influence have made great leaps. In the process of rumor governance, it is easy to fall into
the ocean of big data without identifying key elements, resulting in inefficient governance.
Massive data brings troubles but also opportunities. The precise governance of rumors
based on big data and advanced technologies turns traditional extensive management
to data-driven precise and scientific governance, which is conducive to the maximum
utilization of governance resources and the improvement of governance effectiveness.

At present, there is not much research on the precise governance of social media
rumors. This paper is intended to conduct a systematic literature mining of rumor, through
which answer following research questions:

(1) How to achieve precise governance of social media rumors?
(2) What specific measures and technologies can achieve precise governance?

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as:

(1) Reviewing the relevant literature on rumors and clarifying the concept of precise
governance of social media rumor.

(2) Summarizing the applications of advanced analysis technologies in social media rumor
precise governance and providing insightful ways to achieve precise rumor governance.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the literature mining. Section 3
establishes a conceptual framework of social media rumor precise governance. Section 4
summarizes applications of advanced analysis technologies in social media rumor precise
governance. Finally, Section 5 provides conclusions.

2. Literature Mining
2.1. Literature Mining of Rumor Research

To conduct a literature review on rumors, we searched relative literature on Web of
Science (WOS) (1959–2021) by using keywords “rumor” and its different spelling “rumour”.
WOS is the world’s largest comprehensive academic database. It includes more than
26,000 world-renowned and high-impact academic journals, and contains various fields of
natural sciences, engineering technology, biomedical, and so on. WOS can provide us with
relatively comprehensive, formats uniformed and academically quality references and has
nice compatibility to CiteSpace and Endnote. The total number of articles we obtained
from WOS databases is 2391.

To ensure the accuracy, the following steps were performed.

• Deleting repetitive articles. A total of eight duplicated publications were identified
and eliminated by Endnote.

• Adding missing information. Some literature lack publication year information, for
they belong to Early Access publications. We manually added publication year to 26
Early Access articles.

• Excluding irrelevant documents. We found that even though the double quotation
marks (“ ”) to perform a precise search, some irrelevant medical literature appeared.
We excluded these five irrelevant papers.

In order to summarize the hot spots and trends of rumor research, a systematic literature
mining was carried out on the final 2378 documents of Web of Science (WOS) data.

CiteSpace, one of the most popular tools for knowledge mapping, is used for visualiz-
ing and analyzing trends and patterns in scientific literature. For the first, we applied this
tool to generate a keyword co-occurrence knowledge graph, as shown in Figure 1.

CiteSpace automatically extracts the clustering identification to cluster texts on the
relevant literature in the WOS database, and the visual clustering map is shown in Figure 1.
The clustering results show that the research hot spots include heterogeneous network,
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social media, financial rumor, rumor detection, and fake news. Public emotion and social
ties are also the focuses.
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Figure 1. Keyword clustering map of WOS database.

The top 13 keywords with the strongest citation burst in the WOS database are shown
in Figure 2. The keywords burst out recently are machine learning, propagation, deep
learning, epidemic model, news, and fake news. It can be seen that machine learning is a
popular advanced analysis technology recently applied in the research of rumors.
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Figure 2. Top 13 keywords with the strongest citation bursts in the WOS database.

As it is shown in Figure 3, the distribution of research for different countries from
1959 to 2021 is visualized by Citespace. In a given time period, the thickness of a ring of a
circle is proportional to the total number of papers of that country. On the top of the figure
is a time bar, and the color of the rings can show different publication times accordingly.
If two circles are connected with a line, then there exists co-authorship. Although rumor
papers from China were first published as late as 2001, the number of published papers in
China ranks second, accounting for 18.33% of total studies. The top four countries (USA,
China, England, France) contributed nearly 50% of rumor research and dominated this
research field in the perspective of the number of publications.

Figure 4 shows a dual-map overlay of the final document storage. The dual-map
overlay is designed by Chen and Leydesdorff [3] to reveal patterns of a scientific portfolio
with respect to a global map of scientific literature. The visualization of dual-map overlay
refers to the relationship between citing and cited. Citespace visualizes the degree of
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concentration of these papers and how these papers connect different regions based on
their citation relationships. Each area is represented by a color, standing for a research field.
The color curves represent the reference paths, which start from the citing map on the left
and point to the cited map on the right. A series of journals that belong to one area can
determine the nature of the area, and therefore a cluster can be formed. The most frequently
appeared words in the corresponding journals are used to label each area. As it can be seen
in Figure 4, papers on rumors primarily appear in three broad areas on the citing map: the
area in the top center in red with the label of mathematics/systems/mathematical; the area
in the bottom in dark blue with the label of economics/economic/political; and the area
near the bottom in light blue with the label of psychology/education/health. The citation
curves all point to the area in the cited map on the right, and the most important red, dark
blue and light blue links (they are also among the thickest links) are marked with citing
and cited journals. Take the citation path in red for an example. This path depicts that
publications in mathematics-, systems-, and mathematical- related journals cite primarily
one group of journals, including systems/computing/computer.
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Figure 5 describes the appearance time of keywords. Each node represents a keyword.
The repetition times of keywords in the obtained data are represented by ‘tree rings’. The
color of the ring indicates when it appears. The thickness of a ring is proportional to the
number of appearance frequency in a given time slice. Links between different keywords
mean that they appear in the same article at the same time. It can be concluded that
rumor spreading, social media, social network, complex network, rumor propagation have
received long-term and close attention in the research of rumors. Although the dark red
nodes, including machine learning and deep learning, are not prominent in scale, they
represent the latest hot technologies in rumors.
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2.2. Research Categories of Rumors

The academic research on rumors began with Knapp’s research on rumor governance
in Massachusetts in 1944 [4]. In recent years, rumors and rumor refutation have gradually
become popular research fields. These researches span sociology, psychology, media, and
machine learning [5].

A total 2378 documents in the final database are classified into seven categories, as
shown in Table 1. Categories of literature are based on sorting out reading literature. We
have some initial categories based on previous review papers [6,7]. Then, in the order
of citation numbers, we sort out reading literature based on title, keywords and abstract
to classify each literature into a proper category. A new category is determined when
literature cannot be classified into existing categories. This process continues until no new
category is found.

Table 1 sorts out the related literature on rumors and classifies the research into seven
categories.

Table 1. Research of rumor classification and technologies.

Number Categories Research Directions, Technologies,
and Representative Literature Research Object

1 Rumor influence

1.1. Rumor’s impact prediction [8]
1.2. Rumor influence maximization [9]
1.3. The extent of rumor influence [10]
1.4. Analysis of rumor influence [11]

Rumor2 Rumor diffusion/
propagation model

2.1. Stochastic rumor spreading model [12]
2.2. The rumors tracking [13]
2.3. D-K Model [14], M-T Model [15]
2.4. Extensions and improvements of classic SIR Model [16,17]
2.5. Dynamic models, simulation methods [18]
2.6. Propagation model based on bio-mathematics theory [19]
2.7. Research on rumor spreading based on complex network

and social network theory [20–22]

3 Identification or
detection of rumors

3.1. Rumor identification based on text and topic [23,24]
3.2. Rumor identification based on propagation structure [25,26]
3.3. Rumor detection over varying time windows. [27]

4 Rumor prevention/
governance

4.1. Cross-platform verification [28]
4.2. Comparison of different rumor governance strategies

[29–31]
4.3. Rumor governance of emergencies/mass incidents [32]
4.4. Coordinated strategies across different areas or disciplines

to combat misinformation [33,34]

Platforms and
agencies

5 Factors of rumor
spreading

5.1. The influence of self-media on the rumor spreading [35]
5.2. The influence of attitudes, beliefs/consensus, uncertainty,

skepticism, criticism, polarization, etc., on the rumor
spreading [36–38]

5.3. The influence of group arguments and opposing views on
the rumor spreading [39,40]

5.4. The influence of rumor audience’s forgetting and hesitation
mechanism on the rumor spreading [41–43]

Public
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Table 1. Cont.

Number Categories Research Directions, Technologies,
and Representative Literature Research Object

6 The generation of
rumors

6.1. The psychology of rumors [4]
6.2. Motivation and basic law of rumors [44,45]

7 The social psychology
of rumor spreading

7.1. Tension theory of cognitive dissonance [46]
7.2. The theory based on collective memory and behavior [47]

Rumor prevention/governance has become a popular rumor research area in recent
years. In this area, scholars mainly focus on: (1) case study [29]; (2) from the perspective of
psychology, analyzing the effects of different rumor governance methods on eliminating
the trust of false rumors and blocking rapid spread [29–31]; (3) from the perspective of
different discipline area putting forward some directional suggestions on the spread of
rumors [33,34]; (4) using the system dynamic model method to study the popularity of
rumors, and then proposing governance countermeasures [48]; (5) the social media rumor
control models [49], which applies the trust chain/network of social media users to refute
false rumors to achieve controlling rumors.

Social media rumors are essentially a kind of public opinion [50], so the precise
governance of public opinion is directly related to the precise governance of social media
rumors. Some scholars have claimed that precise governance of public opinion can start
from the following points [51,52]: (1) establish public opinion prediction and early warning
models to achieve accurate judgment and prevention; (2) fine research and judgment of
public opinion situation are oriented to realize data-driven decision-making, i.e., artificial
intelligence technologies such as data mining and pattern recognition are used to improve
research and judgment accuracy of public opinion situation by analyzing the spread and
the tendency; (3) the personalized and differentiated public opinion leading assisted by
artificial intelligence algorithms makes public opinion leading more effective.

At present, a large number of scholars have discussed the establishment of public
opinion prediction and early warning models [53,54], public opinion evolution or ten-
dency [55–57], sentiment analysis, etc. [58,59]. These views and methods have a positive
reference for the precise governance of social media rumors.

2.3. Summary of Literature Mining

Through the summary of hot spots and trends of rumor research, it can be found that
it is a trend to use advanced technologies such as machine learning to conduct research on
rumors.

In the current research, big data and advanced analysis technologies [23–26,60–62]
are widely used in the recognition and detection of rumors, such as the machine learning
methods in recent years. For example, CNN technology was originally used for image
recognition and classification, but now it can be extended for rumor recognition and
classification. RNN (recurrent neural network) has good performance in natural language
processing (NLP) and time series prediction, so it can be used for rumor recognition and
prediction. RF regression can be applied to select the key evaluation indexes.

Rumor literature about rumors conducts theoretical and technical research from three
research objects to provide support for rumor governance in general (as shown in Table 1):

Rumor: Most papers study the rumors themselves (Research 1.1–3.3). The rumor
diffusion model provides technical support for the characterization of the spread of rumors,
and at the same time, it can determine which parameters in the model have significant
effects on the spreading process. The detection of rumors also provides technical support
for the governance of rumors.
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Platform and agencies: Research 4.1–4.4 focus on existing rumor governance strategies
of platforms and institutions or proposing feasible governance recommendations, which
have positive support to rumor governance.

Public: A part of the literature focuses on the public in the spread of rumors (Research
5.1–7.2). These papers study the role and influence of the public’s psychology and behavior
on the generation and dissemination of rumors, and also illustrate the influence of rumors
on the public’s psychology and behavior.

Through systematic analysis of the rumor research literature, it can be seen that there
is still development space in rumor governance. In terms of rumor governance and rumor
control decision support, the big data generated by social media rumors in the new media
era has not been really used. How to make good use of social media rumor big data and
related analysis technologies to provide decision-making support for achieving rumor
precise governance and improving the effectiveness of rumor governance also deserves
more specific and in-depth exploration.

(1) Few studies have integrated natural sciences and social sciences. Rumor gover-
nance is a multidisciplinary research field of psychology, sociology, communication, and
management. After a long period of research, in terms of social sciences, qualitative re-
search on dissemination of rumors and social psychology of diffusion has been profoundly
accumulated. Although the research in natural sciences started late, in recent years, the
research of rumor identification and rumor spreading simulation has progressed rapidly.
At present, research in natural sciences and social sciences is relatively independent. In fact,
taking the social psychology, mood, emotion, personality, attitude, and other characteristics
of the rumor participants into account in rumor governance will help to classify the public
so as to design a targeted anti-rumor strategy to break the dilemma of receiving refutation
of false rumor. NLP provides technical feasibility, and there is a lot can be done in this
respect.

(2) A number of studies have focused on the rumors themselves—the identification,
spreading, and influencing factors of rumors, but humans are the main factor in the viral
spread of rumors [63]. At the public level, there is no mature research on the group
identification of rumors participants and public classification. This aspect plays a key role
in improving the precise governance of rumors.

(3) There are now different responding strategies for rumors, and the experimental
and case studies on the influence of different strategies on beliefs of rumors have been
conducted [29,31]. However, there is still a lack of scientific indicators, systems, and
methods for the evaluation of rumor governance effectiveness and capabilities.

In the context of big data, rumor precise governance provides ideas for breaking
through the bottleneck of rumor identification in massive information, the dilemma of
public’s information reception, and the management of rumor refutation platforms’ ef-
fectiveness, with significant operability. Besides, it also plays an important and positive
role in promoting the transformation of social governance from empirical governance and
extensive governance to data-driven governance and refined governance.

Therefore, in the context of big data, rumor prediction, group identification, and
governance effects and capability evaluation all urgently need further development to
provide more targeted decision support for realizing rumor precise governance.

3. A Conceptual Framework of Social Media Rumor Precise Governance

Based on literature mining in Section 2, this part presents a conceptual framework of
social media rumor precise governance system.

Through literature mining, we conclude that current literature about rumors conducts
theoretical and technical research from three research objects to provide support for rumor
governance, which are rumor, platforms and agencies, and public. At the same time, how
to make good use of social media rumors big data and related analysis technology to
provide decision support for realizing accurate rumor governance and improving rumor
governance effectiveness is also worthy of in-depth discussion. Therefore, we present a
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conceptual framework of social media rumor precise governance system based on the three
research objects construct.

3.1. From the Perspective of Rumor

Rumor can be divided into different categories according to its content, such as social
rumors (content involving social events and false alarms, etc.), political rumors (content
involving policies and political figures, etc.). Regardless of the type, false rumors have
negative effects on individuals, organizations, and society. It is recommended to strengthen
rational understanding of false rumors and grasp the law and trend of the recurrence
and large-scale spread. In the era of new media, the rumor spreading process is greatly
accelerated which can lead to an explosion of information in a short period of time and a
concentrated outbreak. In comparison, refutation activities are carried out in response to
the false rumors which have already been generated. Even with the highest efficiency, the
rumor refutation is lagging behind the generation and dissemination of false rumors. At the
same time, it should be noted that large-scale false rumors cause greater harm and deeper
impact due to the wide coverage. Under limited conditions, false rumors spreading on a
large scale should be monitored and tracked. Besides, timely prevention and control should
be carried out to reduce the harm. Therefore, we can seize the opportunities and realize
accurate rumor governance only if using big data and advanced analysis technologies to
dig out the contextual and textual features of large-scale and recurring rumors and carry
out effective monitoring and early warning.

3.2. From the Perspective of Platforms and Agencies

Internet platforms and agencies are the main participants in the process of rumor
governance, mostly perform refutation for false rumors. False rumor refutation platforms
mainly include official platforms of national and local governments as well as large plat-
forms that rely on Internet companies, such as China Internet Joint Rumor Refutation
Platform, Security Alliance Rumor Refutation Platform, Sina Rumor Refutation Platform,
etc. Media organizations and some science popularization organizations are the backbone
for rumor refutation, such as the “Truth-Seeking” column on www.People.cn (accessed on
16 April 2021), Ding Xiang Doctor, Tadpole Stave, etc.

For rumor governance platforms/institutions, it is necessary to conduct a scientific
evaluation of the effectiveness and capabilities of rumor governance and grasp the key fac-
tors to improve the rumor governance. However, there is still a lack of indexes, evaluation
systems, and multi-attribute evaluation methods that specifically target the effectiveness of
refutation and rumor governance capabilities. If the key factors that affect the effectiveness
and ability of rumor governance can be identified, such as the text characteristics, emotional
characteristics, and auxiliary pictures/videos of the refutation information, it will help
to make targeted improvements. The evaluation results of governance participants can
distinguish the advantages and disadvantages of different platforms in terms of resources,
credibility for different groups, science popularization capabilities, and technical capa-
bilities. It helps to design a multi-platform coordination refutation response mechanism
and refutation paths combination in order to maximize the function of rumor governance
participants and improve the effectiveness of refutation.

3.3. From the Perspective of Public

The public who participated in the process of rumor spreading and refuting can be
divided into the following: (a) rumor spreaders-people who believe in false rumors and
spread them; (b) rumor believers- people who believe in false rumors (but not spread); (c)
rumor unbelievers—people who do not believe in false rumors; (d) refuters—people who
do not believe in false rumors and take the initiative to clarify the rumors. In the process of
rumor spreading, platforms and agencies which react to false rumor exert an influence on
the public. Further, at the same time, the rumor is also constantly influencing the public’s
perception.

www.People.cn
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It is necessary to distinguish the information expression preferences of different groups
of people and different media. The research published by Vosoughi et al. in Science [63]
showed that humans themselves were the main factor in the viral spreading of rumors—
people tend to read tweets that are in line with their emotions and attitudes, and think
that information that is consistent with their beliefs is more convincing. Therefore, in the
face of the existing reception dilemma of refutation information, crowd identification and
feature analysis should be realized through big data analysis for different types of false
rumors. The main purpose of crowd classification is to push information more accurately
based on the characteristics of different groups. For example, to push the refutation
information about false commercial rumors to people interested in commercial areas. For
users who like to watch videos, platforms can push refutation information with videos;
for users who like to read articles, platforms can push refutation information with links to
detailed articles. In this way, targeted refutation methods can be designed for potential
rumor spreaders/refuters/believers/unbelievers, which is conducive to expanding the
acceptance of true news and suppressing the spread of false rumors and is also significant
to realizing rumor precise governance.

Through analyzing the three-way support for the precise governance of social media
rumors, we propose a conceptual framework as shown in Figure 6.
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It can be seen that the rational understanding of rumor, the clear classification of the
public, and the scientific evaluation of rumor governance platforms and agencies are viable
directions for the precise governance of social media rumors. We can achieve precise rumor
governance only if we (1) achieve a rational understanding of rumors in the governance
process, grasp the modes and characteristics of various types of false rumors dissemination,
and focus on large-scale spreading false rumors and recurring false rumors; (2) clearly
classify the public, extract the characteristics of various groups of people such as rumor
spreaders/believers/refuters/unbelievers and govern according to different groups; (3)
achieve a scientific evaluation of governance participants and identification of key factors
that improve governance effectiveness and capabilities.

4. Applications of Advanced Analysis Technologies in Social Media Rumor
Precise Governance

The development of artificial intelligence and machine learning has made it possible
to crawl large amounts of data and process and extract unstructured data. Three different
ways can provide the decision-making basis for the precise governance of social media
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rumors: establishing a large database of social media rumors and rumor spreading par-
ticipants and using advanced big data analysis to extract the characteristics of large-scale
spreading and recurring false rumors; accurately identifying and predicting the rumor
believers, rumor spreaders, rumor unbelievers and rumor refuters of social media rumors;
exploring the factors which have significant impacts on the effectiveness/ability of rumor
governance.

4.1. Applications of Advanced Analysis Technologies in Identification and Monitoring of
Large-Scale Spreading and Recurring Social Media False Rumors

The Internet produces false information, unconfirmed information, and erroneous
information all the time. If the rumor governance does not grasp the emphasis, it is easy
to fall into the “ocean” of information. The focus of governance is the large-scale and
recurring false rumors.

Whether rumors spread on a large scale was originally a binary classification problem,
in order to increase the pertinence of preventive decision-making, a multi-class classification
problem of high risk, medium risk, and low risk can be defined in accordance with the
spreading risk. Researchers can establish a large database of false social media and use
machine learning methods to predict and classify rumors with different spread risk levels.
Besides, feature engineering can also be used to screen the characteristics of large-scale
spreading false rumors. The characteristics extracted from different types of possible
large-scale spreading false rumors provide a basis for the refutation platforms to formulate
preventive countermeasures. Knowing the current situational state (variability, danger,
sensitivity, local informatization level, etc.), information verified as false rumors appear
in the monitoring system of the rumor refutation platforms. Analyzing its originators
and text characteristics and taking these characteristics into the predictive model can
quickly predict whether the false rumors will spread on a large scale or the risk level of
large-scale spreading. In this way, we can take pertinent preventive measures based on
the predicted results and establish a hierarchical early warning system. According to the
rumor refutation experience, different levels of emergency refutation plans formed from
the aspect of the governance participants, phases, measures, etc., to improve the pertinence
and effectiveness of refutation.

The recurring false rumors are divided into the following categories according to the
repetition cycle: (1) intergenerational rumors—spread across generations, with a rotation
cycle of several years; (2) annual ring rumors—recurring during specific regular social
activities and time; (3) “menstrual” rumors—do not target specific events, but appear at
intervals of irregular time throughout the long period; (4) “influenza” rumors—similar
rumors reappear when similar emergencies (natural disasters, accidents, etc.) occur. It
is advisable to explore recurring rumors’ characteristics and identify possible recurring
rumors based on the rumor database and advanced big data technologies. That is to say,
establishing machine learning prediction models and figuring out whether the refutation
method, organization, refutation speed, and platforms during rumor’s first appearance
have a significant impact on the probability of rumor recurring. In order to reduce the
possibility of rumor recurring to a certain target level, it is worth exploring what methods,
organization, speed, and platforms need to be adopted to refute rumors so as to provide a
decision-making basis for preventing the false rumor from recurring.

In recent years, the advanced technology applied in the detection of social media ru-
mors is also abundant. For example, Nasir et al. [24] proposed a model based on advanced
technology and proved the efficiency of deep learning models in detecting fake news. In
the work of Wang et al. [60], a novel two-layer cascaded gated recurrent unit (CGRU) model
based on the SD and the TsDTS algorithm was proposed for rumor events detection, named
as SD-TsDTS-CGRU, which outperformed the latest rumor events detection algorithms.
Kotteti et al. [61] proposed an ensemble model, and performed a majority-voting scheme
on the prediction set of neural networks, and used the time series vector representation
of Twitter data to quickly detect rumors. Tu et al. [62] proposed a novel rumor detection
framework named Rumor2vec, consisting of joint text and propagation structure represen-
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tation learning. Experiments based on early rumor detection showed that their method
could recognize rumor at least 12 h ahead of other methods.

4.2. Applications of Advanced Analysis Technologies in Crowd Identification and Classification

Lewandowsky et al. believed that the same refutation information should be rewritten
in different statements and perspectives according to different people’s characteristics and
thinking patterns, avoiding sensitive points such as political stand and world view [64].
This requires crowd classification of the public, that is, the target of rumor governance.
In addition, the group prediction model can also be used to predict potential false rumor
spreaders. From this perspective, it is possible to distinguish the opinions and informa-
tion expression preferences of different groups of people and to adopt rumor refutation
decisions for different groups. This can break through the dilemma of receiving refutation
information and realize the effective dissemination of refutation information. For more
details:

Based on the group classification model, the participants of rumor governance can
push the popular science knowledge or policy popularization information to the past
rumors participants according to the crowd classification results. For example, for the
former false rumor spreaders, push the corresponding type of science information and
remind them to pay attention to content review when publishing information. Secondly, for
those who did not believe in false rumors but have not yet become active rumor refuters,
push platform incentive policies information, such as rumor refutation rewards points.
Besides, for false rumor refuters, the platform can also push incentive policies information
and other types of refutation information that they are interested in, encouraging them to
continue to be active science popularizers and purifiers on the Internet. If their reposts
cause a certain influence, the platform should honor the incentives in time, such as gift
points, virtual gifts, membership level upgrades. In this way, a false rumor refutation
platform can establish a long-term incentive mechanism that can advocate folk rumor
refutation, reward science popularization, and promote continuous emergence of science
popularization talents. Lastly, for rumor believers, the platform should regularly push
the same type of science popularization information to carry out science popularization
education for them to avoid being confused by similar false rumors.

From the follows and tags of the rumor participants, platforms can mine the prefer-
ences of different groups for different media and try to push targeted information through
the media that they are interested in and trust. In addition, the platform can push refutation
information of false rumors corresponding to the interest preferences of different groups.

According to the group prediction model, when a false rumor appears or is in the
process of spreading, platforms can predict who among the public may become rumor
refuters, rumor spreaders, rumor believers, and unbelievers. Then relevant popular science
information can be early pushed, trying to make science popularization or rumor refutation
repeatedly before the rumor information reaches them to achieve “rumor immunity”.

Furthermore, for participants of different types of rumors, personality analysis can be
conducted from the information and comments that they have proactively released recently.
These participants can be further classified in detail so that the pushed information can be
revised to suit their personalities.

Combination of multiple information forms. Information on social media networks is
composed of various forms, mainly including text, pictures, video, voice, etc. The multiple
expression forms increase the expressive power of the information. The dissemination of
refutation information should make full use of the group’s preference for the information
types and design the most acceptable information forms for the group so that the masses
will eventually accept the refutation content and science information content. This helps to
form the correct information perspective to improve the acceptance of information.

There are many advanced technologies applied in group identification and classifica-
tion. Indu et al. [65] have developed a novel algorithm based on the Forest Fire model. The
model used the identified important features to obtain the probability of a node to spread a
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rumor. By detecting the rumor-impacted nodes in the network, the extent of rumor spread
across a network was measured. The proposed method can also depict the propagation of
rumors, and the key nodes which played a vital role in spreading the rumor can also be
identified. Li et al. [66] applied NLP techniques to quantify the user’s sentiment tendency
and recent interests. Then, those results were combined with other personalized features
to train an XGBoost classification model, and potential rumor refuters can be identified
from various rumor events in aspects of economics, society, disaster, politics, and military.
Furthermore, agreement and disagreement views analysis marked with attributes can also
be applied in crowd classification by NLP. In addition, some machine learning algorithms,
such as LR, RF, SVM, GBDT, XGBoost, are potential tools in group identification and
classification. GBDT is one of the best algorithms that fit the true distribution in traditional
machine learning algorithms, and it can be used for classification and feature selection.
XGBoost is widely used in various fields due to its high accuracy, parallel processing,
and portability. In future research, the above algorithms can be applied to the crowd
identification and classification of social rumor refutation.

4.3. Applications of Advanced Analysis Technologies in Rumor Governance
Effectiveness/Capabilities Evaluation

Although people have made efforts to control rumors, there are still widespread ru-
mors, even repeated, intensified with deeper impact. In addition to the rapid development
of the Internet and other objective factors, to a large extent, it is due to the lack of refutation
effectiveness/capabilities evaluation and failure to grasp key factors to improve the effect
of false rumor refutation.

Li et al. [67] proposed a rumor refutation effectiveness index (denoted as REI) to
evaluate the effectiveness of a rumor refutation microblog on social media. NLP approaches
and other big data analysis tools make it convenient to identify the emotional polarity of
the comments, extract the characteristics of the text and measure the sentiment of a rumor
refutation microblog. To explore the relationship between REI and its possible affecting
factors, conventional linear regression model and three regression models from the machine
learning field, i.e., support vector regression model (SVR), extreme gradient boosting
regression model (XGBoostRegressor), and light gradient boosting machine regression
model (LGBMRegressor), are compared. Based on the model with the best performance,
they provided useful suggestions on enhancing the rumor refutation effectiveness.

Many advanced technologies, such as multi-attribute decision making, group de-
cision making, fuzzy comprehensive evaluation, have been applied in the evaluation
problems in different areas. Not much attention has been paid to false rumor refutation
effectiveness/capabilities evaluation, and it can be a potential research direction in the
future. Feasible and practical suggestions can be proposed for false rumor refutation
participants when we can evaluate their effectiveness/capabilities properly. At the same
time, combining the different advantages and disadvantages of different platforms, we can
propose a multi-platform collaborative refutation response mechanism and a combination
of refutation paths, including:

(1) The topics of online rumors cover a wide range of fields and involve different
public groups. It is supposed to adopt a differentiated multi-subjects combination strategy
to gradually integrate the official false rumor refutation force and the private refutation
force with the understanding of the advantages and disadvantages of various rumor
governance participants. Finally, different platforms will be complementary of each other
to concentrate advantages and make up for disadvantages. Therefore, a rapid, targeted,
and precise governance mechanism will be formed.

(2) The integrates of government force and multimedia channels. Newspapers and
news are mainly official reports and one-way communication. False rumor refutation
platforms initiated by national, industry, local governments, and Internet companies form
an interactive communication form depend on the open comment. WeChat Moments
have a closed-loop communication effect, and WeChat public accounts and Apps form
the tribe of people who have the same interest. With the help of the authority of official
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reports and the democracy of open platforms, the omni-media convergence and omni-
channels disseminating for refutation information can be realized. According to the group’s
characteristics and media preference, we can design the combination of refutation paths
for different types of false rumors.

5. Conclusions

This paper studied applications of advanced analysis technologies in social media
rumor precise governance through literature mining and the establishment of a precise
governance conceptual framework for the social media rumors. From systematic literature
mining, we found that advanced technology is very popular in the current rumor research.
Current research mainly focuses on three objects: the rumor, platforms and agencies, and
the public. Therefore, we construct the framework based on these three research objects.
Accordingly, insightful directions for achieving social media rumor precise governance are
introduced, which includes (1) rational understanding of social media rumors, especially
large-scale spreading false rumors and recurring false rumors; (2) clear classification of
rumor spreaders/believers/refuters/unbelievers; and (3) scientific evaluation of rumor
governance effectiveness and capabilities. Finally, according to the framework, some
advanced analysis technologies applied in rumor precise governance are summarized.

From the perspective of advanced analysis technologies, this paper sheds light on all
aspects of social media rumor precise governance system: rumors, platforms and agencies,
and public. This paper is beneficial to clarify and promote the promising thought of social
media rumor precise governance and create impacts on the technologies’ applications in
this area.
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